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Panasonic Introduces New Combined Heat
Recovery Box to Connect Multiple Indoor
units.
Panasonic introduced their combined solenoid pipe controllers in the
Canadian market.

CZ-P456HR3
CZ-P4160HR3
x 4 ports

CZ-P656HR3
x 6 ports.

CZ-P856HR3
x 8 ports

The new boxes are designed for use with Panasonics 3-way heat
recovery VRF system and provide faster installation time and reduced
space requirements to achieve simultaneous cooling and heating operation with heat recovery between indoor units or zones operating in
different modes i.e. heating or cooling.
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Panasonic new boxes advantages
Flexible Design

Panasonic introduces
combined solenoid pipe
control boxes for 3-way VRF
ECO I heat recovery system
in Canadian market.





Connection tube for main refrigerant circuit line
comes on both side of the unit
Can connect consecutive boxes beside one another
Only High 200 mm high

Panasonic 3-way heat recovery VRF systems with combined heat recovery
boxes provide the best of both worlds when considering a 2 or 3 pipe heat
recovery system, as some indoor units can still be connected to single heat
recovery boxes in widely spread out areas, thus reducing pipe lengths considerably while maintaining natural sub-cooling of refrigerant in the condensing unit, unlike 2 pipe heat recovery systems that require energy robbing mechanical sub-coolers located in the branch controllers to sub-cool
liquid separated from two phase distributed refrigerant.
In addition, indoor units requiring cooling operation only can still be piped
directly to the “trunk” suction and liquid pipes at any point, a handy method
to connect indoor units for cooling electronic closet rooms or internal building zones that do not require different modes of operation. This reduces installation costs by eliminating unnecessary branch boxes in those areas.

